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Abstract
A dynamic data structure called queue is analyzed in this paper from the
viewpoint of its maximum sizc. By dynamic queue we understand any data structure
that is built during a sequence of insertions and deletions. The maximum size of
such a structure is a fundamental quantity and is directly related to many problems of
resource allocations. We assume that each element of the structure (we call it further
a customer) stays for a random time in the system and then leaves it Furthermore,
the interanival time of customers is a generally distributed random variable. Adopt-
ing queueing theory language, we say the data structure is GIlGle queueing systems,
where c (may be infinite) is the maximum number of items that can simultaneously
leave the system (number of servers). We shall show that for stable staJionary
queue the maximum queue length observed by the n-th arriving customer grows
asymptotically in probability as loga; n, where a is a system constant.
• This research was supported in part by NSF under grunt NCR-8702115
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1. MOTIVATIONS AND INTRODUCTION
Queues and other data structures [AHU] behaviors are natural models for many dynamic
phenomena. They correspond to important processes in the areas of algorilhms, operating sys-
tems, distributed systems. computer networks, etc. Queues are under.itood here as a dynamic
data structure with random insertions and deletions. that is. an item may arrive at any random
moment of time and may stay in the structure for a random time (service time) until it is deleted
(served). We do not impose any special restrictions on the distributions of the interarrival times
of items and selVice times. In queueing theory terminology I we consider GIIGlc systems [ASM,
KLE] where c (may be infinite) stands for the number of servers, and aUG means respectively
that the interarrival and service times are generally distributed.
The dynamics of queues can be studied Lhrough the transient analysis. however, this seems
to be hopeless in our general setting [cf. ASMl Nevertheless, some important information
about dynamics of the structure can be obtained by analyzing the maximum size of the queue
over a period of time. Such information, without any doubt, has obvious significance Lo issues
of resource allocation (e.g., the design of a buffer size in a distributed system). The maximum
queue length was extensively studied in the seventieth by queueing theoreticians. Heyde [HEY]
was the first who predicted the asymptotic growth of maximum queue length in the GIMII sys-
tem. His result was extended by Cohen in [COH] to MIOII systems, and finally Iglehart [IOL]
completed these studies by providing the growth of rate for GIlOI! queue. Unfortunately, all the
works but Heyde are rather limited to queueing theory and the methodology is too complicated,
with no clear extensions to other dynamic structures. In this paper, we provide a new simple
methodology to study the maximum queue length in 011011 and PHIPHlc [TAK] queueing sys-
tems. The bad news from this analysis (cf. [HEY, COH, IGLl) is that the maximum queue
length observed by the n-th arriving customer grows asymptotically in probability like 10ga n ,
where ex is a system parameter depending upon the imerarrivaI and service distribution func-
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lions. In addition, the proposed methods is robust in that it applies to several different models,
including discrete-time priority queue [AHUl. hashing with lazy deletion [MSW, WV],
geometric adjacency problem Utat arose in the analysis of VLSI [SWJ, performance evaluation
of digital trees [SZll. graph optimization problem (822], etc.
This paper is organized as follows. In the last section, after presenting some preliminary
results fonn queueing theory. we state our main results. In Section 3 we apply these results to
study hashing with lazy deletion.
2. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we establish our main results. We begin with some preliminary definitions
from queueing theory, then we Cannulate our proposition, and finally we discuss some conse-
quences of OUf main results. The proof is presented in the last two subsections, each one deal-
ing with upper and lower bounds on the maximum queue length.
2.1 Preliminary Results
We analyze a single selVer queueing system with arbitrary interarrival times and selVice
times, that is, GIIGII model. Let A (l) and B (l) respectively, represent distribution functions of
the interarrival times and service times. We denote by A*(s) and B"'(s) the corresponding
Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of A (l) and B(l). The interarrival times, as well as the service
times, are mutually independent, that is, both processes fonn a renewal process. Two quantities
are of particular interest, namely the queue length Qk and waiting time Wk at the moment of the
k-th arrival of a customer. OUf purpose is to estimate




as n tends to infinity. More precisely, we establish asymptotic growth of the r-th moments EQ:
·4·
and EW: of the maximum queue length and waiting time. as well as convergence of these quan-
tities in probability.
It tums out that the asymptotics of Qn and Wn depend on the tail of the stationary distribu-
tions of the queue length and the waiting time. In the further part of this paper, we assume that
the system is stable, that is. p = A/I! < 1 with Aand J.l. being intensities of the arrival and service
processes respectively. Under this condition, a stationary distribution exists [ASM, KLE], and
we deal further only with the stationary processes Qk and Wk' Then, we denote by
Q(m) = Pr{Q" ~ m} and W(x) = Pr(Wk < x) I respectively, the distribution functions of the
queue length Qk and the waiting time Wk' The following well known result of Feller [FEL]
describes the tail distributions of these two processes. Let abe a unique solution, if it exists, of
the following complex equation
Then, Feller proves that for x ~ 00
A*(e)B*(-8) = 1 (2.2)
1 - W(x) = CI.-"(1 + 0(1)) (2.3)
or in other notation 1 - W(x) - cle-ze for x ~ 00. As a simple consequence of (2.3), we
obtain the tail distribution of the queue length. Indeed, define ro as
then for m --t 00
where C I and Cz are constants.
(I) = A*(e) < 1
1- Q(m) = c,of'(I + 0(1))
(2.4)
(2.5)
The above results have been recently extended to some c-servers queueing systems,
namely PHIPHlc where PH stands for phase disUibution (see [TAK, ASM. KLED. Takahashi
proved that for FIFO PHIPHlc systems, the following holds
(2.60)
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where a and 0) are defined respectively as
A'(e9)B' (--<I) = 1
co = A'(e9)
Using the above asymplotics we prove OUf main results.












log n 1/8 (2.9)
o
We prove the Proposition in the next two subsections, however we first note that Proposi-
tion (ii) is a simple consequence of Proposition (i) and Chebyshev's inequality. Indeed. by Pro-
position (i) lbe variance of Qn and Wn are var fill = 0 (1) log~ n and vaT Wn = 0(1) log2 n1/8 I





e2(EW.)2 = 0(1) (2.10)
The same is true for Q,!" Hence (2.10) immediately implies (2.9), and in the next part of this
section we only concentrate on proving Proposition (i). The plan for doing that is the follow-
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ing: in the next subsection we show how to establish an upper bound on the maximum of the
waiting time , and then we prove a tight lower bound. To simplify our discussion, we shall deal
mainly with the waiting time W", knowing that the maximum queue length Qn can be derived in
a similar way.
2.2 Upper Bound
The upper bound on the maximum queue length and waiting time derive easily from the
following result of Lai and Robbins [LRl, LR2l, which is slightly generalized in lhe next
lemma (see also [SZl. BMS]).
Lemma 1. Let Y1> Y2 ••.. , Y/I are idenlically distnbuted nonnegative random variables with
dislribution function G (y). Denote M" = max Y./::.
ISkS/I
(i) The following bound holds for the r-th moment EM~ of Mn
~
EM~ ~ all + n J[1 - G(y IJr)]dy
".
where an is the smallest solution of
(2.11)
(2.12)
(ii) If YI. Y2 •...• Y/I are independent random variables satisfying, in addition, the following
constraints
EYf < 00 for some p (2.13a)
Iben
GIy) < 1 for











that is, EM: = a:(1 + 0(1» for large n. In fact. an in (2.14) is merely a solution of (2.12)
with ,. = I, that is.
n[I-G(a.)]=1 (2.12.)
Proof. To prove Lemma 10). we first note that EM~ = E max{Yl. Y2 , ... , YiJ and




where a is any number and x+ = max.{O,x}. Taking the expectation of (2.15), we obtain
~
EM~ :::; a + n J[1 - G(ylfT)]dy,
(2.15)
(2.16)
and finally, minimizing the RHS of (2.16) with respect to a leads to a/l defined in (2.12). Pan
(ii) of the Lemma I is proved in [LR2].
o
To prove upper bounds on W" = max Wk and Qn = max QJ.:, we use Lemma 1(i) and
tSkSn lSkS/I
OUf estimates (2.3) and (2.5) on the tail of the queue length and the waiting time distributions.
Let us focus on the waiting time. For stable sysLCms. Le.• p < 1, a stationary distribution of Wk
exists. hence (WJ ;=1 are identically disUibuted, hence Lemma l(i) can be applied, and without
loosing generality we can assume r= 1. To compute all from (2.l2a) and our tail estimate (2.3),
we note that there exists e > 0 tending to zero for n~ 00 such that [BMS]
(2.17.)
(2.17b)
In the case of queue length all becomes
log n'2(1 + e)
a =
II log 00-1
Applying the above to (2.16), one immediately proves lhat the second part (i.e., the integral
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part) of the RHS of (2.16) is 0(1). Therefore.
(2.18.)
(2.18b)
where an is given in (2. 17a) for waiting time, and in (2.17b) for the queue length.
2.3 Lower Bound
Here is the strategy to attack our problem. Let Ln denote the number of busy periods
completed just prior to the arrival of the n-th customer. We shall prove that L/I - net almost
surely (a.s.) for some constant ex. Let a random customer arriving during the k-th busy period
sees Uk customern in the queue. Busy periods in OIIGIl are U.d. random variables, hence
{U,J i':.1 is Li.d. sequence of random variables. Naturally
(2.19)
where ':2:' means "stochastically greater" [STOl Let ML,. = max {UJJ. In particular, (2.19)
I SkSL"
implies that EQ; ~ EM£. for any r > O. To compute EML• we first prove L1I - no. a.s. which
directly implies that EMLw - EMna . Since Uk are Li.d. and they admit the same tail behavior as
Qk (see (2.5», we shall use Lemma l(ii) to show that EMfla -log(l)(na)-l. This. and our upper
bOWld (2.18) derived above. will imply Proposition l(i) formula (2.8a), and simple manipulation
willle.d to (2.8b).
The plan just described needs to be accompanied wil.h a proof of some technicalities which
follow. We first show that
Lemma 2. For large n and p < 1. Ln - no. almost sl~rely, where eel is the average number of
customers served in a busy periods.
Proof The proof follows. with some slight changes, from the proof of Lemma 1 in Heyde
[HEY]. For the completeness, we provide a sketch of the proof. Let On be the number of
- 9 -
,
customer servers in the first n busy periods. Then Dn = L Vj where Vj is the number of custo-
i-I
mcIS served in the i-tb busy period. Since Vi are i.i.d. [ASM], and letting eel = EV; > 0, then
by strong law of large numbers, W,/n - eel a.s. But. with details found in [GAL. BANJ, we
note that DL"ILn - nIL" - ex a.S., hence L" - na. a.s.
o
The next step is to show that EML,. - EMna. for large n. Indeed without care of details. we
can easily estimate
Pr{Mr.,. >x} = L Pr{U I >x or U2 >x or, .. ", or Ut >x} Pr{Ln. =l}
t = 1
lIa-E 11«+£ <0
= L PO + L PO + L PO
t=l t=lIa-£ t=lla+£
where PO is the summand from the first line of the above. Since L" - na for n ~ 00, hence
the first and the third sums tend to zero for n ~ 00. Then, noting EML,. = L Pr{ML• > x} I
x=o
one proves immediately EML,. - EMna (for more detailed proof see [GAL, Sec. 6.2]).
To complete the proof, we note that for some K, MK = max Uk. can be estimated by
15kSK
Lemma l(ii). Indeed, Uk are LLd. wilh Ihe tail distribution admitting the same behavior as Q,U
since Pr{U. ~/} ~ Pr{Q. = 1 I the queue is nor empty} ~ PtQ. ~ 1)/(1 - PtQ. = 0)). This
and (2.5) imply that conditions (2.13) hold, so applying Lemma l(ii) one immediately proves
that MK -logK/log CO-I. Putting everything togclher, we have shown
EM -EM _ logna
4. IICI log CO-I (2.20)
So, by (2.20), (2.19) and the upper bound (2.18), we finally proved our Proposition I(i). At this
point, it is worth to mention that our method of establishing Lhe lower bound is quite different
than the one used by Heyde [HEY], however they resemble some similarities. In [HEY] Uk
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defined in (2.19) denotes the maximwn. queue lenglh in the k-th busy period ( not just merely the
queue length as in our analysis), and this distribution is not easy to compute [cf. COH]. There-
fore, Heyde evaluated the maximum queue length only in GIMII system.
Finally, we note that the results of our Proposition can be a little slrengthened by showing
almost sure convergence.
Theorem The following holds for large n






Proof. We concentrate on the queue length and prove only (2.21); the other derivatipn is almost
the same. By definition of Q" = max rQJ I the estimate (2.5) of the tail of the queue length
iSkSI
distribution, and stationarity of the system, one finds
Pr{Qn > r) = Pr{Q 1 > r or Q2 > r or ... or Qn > r}
:::;; n Pr{Q 1 > r} = nczo)"(l + 0(1»
Let us set r = (1 + E)logcon-l for E > O. then (2.23) implies




Roughly speaking, the Theorem points out that the maximum queue length and waiting
time with probability one cannot exceed logClln-1 and log n 119 respectively. Interestingly
enough, the proof of the theorem suggests the following generalization of Lemma 1.
Lemma 3. Let Y10 ... ,Yn are identically distributed random variables willi distribution func~
tion G(y) satisfying conditions (2.13). Let also an be the smallest root of the equation (2.12a).
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that is, n[l - G(all) = 1. Then
M.
lim sup - :s; 1 a.s.
/I --')00 an
where Mil =max{M1.Y"j.
Proof: As in (2.23), we first note the
Pr(M" > n} $ nPr{Y I > r}
(2.24)
(2.25)
But. (2.13) implies that for c = 1 + E and r = (1 + e)all the probability Pr{Y I > (1 + e)a,J =
o(l)Pr{Y I > an)· This, and (2.12a) (i.e.• Pr{Y I > a,J = n-1) give us
Pr{M. > (1 + e)a.) "0(1)
which leads to (2.24).
o
The interesting fact about Lemma 3 is that we are dealing wilh dependent identically dis-
tributed random variables. Moreover, the identical distribution restriction can be dropped out in
the last lemma.
3. APPLICATIONS
This section discusses in a more detailed fashion one possible application of our main
result from Section 2, namely to hashing with lazy deletion, which was introduced by Van Wyk
and Viner in [WV], and carefully analyzed by Morrison et aI. [MSWl, (see also [AHUD.
Here is a sketch of the model description of Lhe hashing with lazy deletion. For more
details, the reader should consult [MSW, WV]. We quote from [MSW]: IIA sequence of items
is given; each item includes a search key I a starting time and an expiration time. The items
arrive in the order of their starting times and each item must be kept in a dynamic dictionary
(available for searching), until the arrival of an item whose starting time is later than the items
expiration time". Two quantities are of interest in such a model, namely, Nt being the number
- 12-
of items that start at or before time t and expire at or after time t, and the actual number of
items kept in the dictionary. If H is the number of buckets in the hashing, then by UI,H I we
denote the actual number of items present at lime t. Naturally I N, ::;; Ut,H for all H.
The model just described can be rephrased in the queueing terminology as follows. We
consider GIIGloo queueing system. Under FIFO discipline, Nt represents the number of items in
GItGloo • while UtJl can be interpreted as the number of customers in a system in which only an
arriving customer can free the expired (served) customers. In a more descriptive way, the hash-
ing with lazy deletion can be viewed as a queueing system willi a gate (a door), which is open
only by arriving customers. Customers who have completed their services must wait for an
arriving customer before they can leave the system.
Our pmpose is to analyze max N, and max U"H' To compare our results with those
ISrSII ISISII
obtained in [MSW], we adopt the same assumptions, that is, we restrict our analysis to MIMloo
queueing systems with the anival rale A. and the service rate Il. At the begirming, we assume
H = I, since for any H the following holds [MSW]
H C
U•.H ~ L u,:l (MH)
i=!
(3.1)
where uiii OJH) is the number of customers in a MIMloo queueing system with H = 1 and with
Poisson anival rate AlH. We return to (3.1) later, and we shall use notation Ut rather than Ut• 1
as long as it does not cause a confusion.
Let H = 1 (single bucket) and consider two MIMloo systems: one with FIFO discipline and
the other describing the hashing system. Then, for the first system under stationary asswnption
[KLE]
Pi = Pr{N, = j} = -i,. e-P
J.
where p = 1../1.1.. In [MSW] it was proved that the appropriate distribution for Ut is given by
(3.2)
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Pj = Pr{Ut = j) = pj-l j;::: 1 (3.3)
We want to estimate Un. = max U, and N" = max Nt. We cannot directly apply our Propo-
l.:!::l.:!::" IStS"
sition. since in this model an infinite number of servers is considered. However, the methodol-
ogy from Section 2 applies without any significant changes. In particular. we conclude that
both Nn. and Un are asymptotically equal to the root an of the equation (2. 12a) in Lemma 1.
Let us first focus on the maximum queue length Nn in the MIMloo system with FIFO dis-
cipline. The complement of the distribution function for N, can be computed as follows [REN]
l-F(x)=Pr{N, >x} ~ i: .e;. e-P = y(x,p)
j=x J . r(x)
where rex, p) is the incomplete gamma function defined as [AS, GAUl
p
y(x,p) = f {~-1 e-1dt
o
(3.4)
and rex) is the gamma function defined as y(x,co) [AS]. As in Section 2, we need only the tail





and p is bounded. Then by Lemma 1 and the spirit of Section 2 (which is not presented here to
avoid repetitiveness), we recognize that ENn - an where an is the smallest solution of the equa-
tion (2.12a) of Lemma 1 (ii), that is, thr following equation
n y(a" p) = 1
r(a,)
We use (3.5) to simplify (3.6) to









So we finally obtain
(3.8.)
(3.9b)lim N:-'--""=1 = 1 in probabiliry
II -+- logp n
Also. in the light of (3.3), one immediately shows that Un/Nil - I, hence Un/logp n-I - I in
prob.bility.
Fmally, we investigate the hashing with H> I buckets. Let Then, by
(3.1H3.3), we note that Vt,H is a sum of H independent (truncated) Poisson processes, each
with parameter PH- This implies that Ut,H is Poisson distributed, too. with parameter
HPH = P =A!i! [REN]. Therefore. Pr{U"H > xi =y(X,HpH)[["(X) - e-'p%/(x + 1) for x .... ~,
and the same arguments as above lead to
EUn,R = log;; n-1(1 + 0 (1» (3.10,)
lim Un,H
II -._ logp n 1
= 1 in probability (3.lOb)
These results are consistent with the extensive numerical calculations presented in [MSWl
They show the same rate of growth. However, since we restrict our interest to the leading factor
in the asymprotics of max Ut and maxN,. we cannot estimate E{ max U'H- max N,,H).
l$/$n' lSISn
For this we need exact asymptotics up to the second leading term. From our analysis, however,
we know that E{ max U, H - max Nt H) = o(log n). Numerical results reveal that this
15t:SII' 151511'
difference if 0 (H), and a more careful analysis of the same sort as in our paper, may lead to
that result.
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